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We use a hodograph transformation and a boundary integral method to derive a new
analytical solution to the shallow-water equations describing bore-generated run-up
on a plane beach. This analytical solution diﬀers from the classical Shen–Meyer runup
solution in giving signiﬁcantly deeper and less asymmetric swash ﬂows, and also by
predicting the inception of a secondary bore in both the backwash and the uprush in
long surf. We suggest that this solution provides a signiﬁcantly improved model for
ﬂows including swash events and the run-up following breaking tsunamis.

1. Introduction
The behaviour of waves as they run up on the shore is of great practical and
scientiﬁc interest. Important contexts include beach morphodynamics (e.g. Pritchard
& Hogg 2005), waves overtopping breakwaters (e.g. Peregrine & Williams 2001) and
the run-up of tsunamis when the wave breaks oﬀshore (e.g. Guard, Baldock & Nielsen
2005). Such problems are often tackled through detailed numerical simulation, but
an important role continues to be played by exact and asymptotic analyses which
provide a baseline for numerical studies and which permit detailed investigation of
the ﬂow behaviour.
In this study we consider the particular case of the ﬂow which results after an
incoming bore has collapsed, driving a thin tongue of water up the beach (ﬁgure 1a, b).
The most signiﬁcant analytical work is due to Shen & Meyer (1963, hereafter referred
to as SM63). Two features of their analysis are particularly signiﬁcant. First, they
obtained an asymptotic description of the ﬂow, valid under very general conditions
on the incoming wave; this description may be interpreted as a simple-wave solution
to the shallow-water equations, and has been employed as an analytical model
of ﬂow in a swash lens (e.g. Peregrine & Williams 2001). Second, they predicted the
breakdown of solutions during the backwash: this breakdown was later veriﬁed by the
numerical simulations of Hibberd & Peregrine (1979), and is associated with the inception of a receding ‘backwash bore’. The backwash bore occurs neither in the SM63
solution nor, as far as we are aware, in any existing analytical solution for wave
run-up.
Defects of the SM63 solution as an exact, rather than asymptotic, description of
swash ﬂow were identiﬁed by Baldock et al. (2005). They found that in laboratory
swash experiments, the ﬂow was signiﬁcantly deeper than that predicted by the SM63
solution; this diﬀerence is because the SM63 solution underpredicts the supply of mass
and momentum from the bore to the swash zone, and is expected to have important
implications for predictions of sediment transport in the swash zone. Recently, Guard
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Figure 1. (a, b) Sketches of the solution h(x, t) at (a) t = 0, the moment of collapse of the
initial bore and (b) the maximum run-up of the swash; dimensional variables are used. (c)
Schematic of the contour of integration in the (a, b)-plane for the boundary-integral method.

& Baldock (2007, hereafter referred to as GB07), obtained numerical results for swash
ﬂow using a characteristic-tracking method, with a boundary condition deﬁned on
a receding characteristic, and demonstrated that these accorded much better with
laboratory measurements than the SM63 solution (see ﬁgure 4 below).
This study presents an analytical solution for run-up and swash driven by
the same boundary conditions as in GB07. This solution is expressed in terms
of hodograph variables, and so must be numerically mapped back to physical
coordinates; nevertheless, the analytical solution has several advantages over a purely
numerical one. Because it allows information to be obtained at a particular point
without computing the rest of the solution, it allows more thorough investigation of
details of the ﬂow; it also permits direct evaluation of the locations where breakdown
of the solution occurs. Finally, the analytical model permits Lagrangian approaches
to the sediment transport problem, which have been productive in similar contexts
(e.g. Pritchard & Hogg 2005): we will not discuss sediment transport here, but it
remains an additional motivation for this work.
2. Mathematical development of the model
2.1. Governing equations and boundary conditions
The one-dimensional shallow-water equations for ﬂow over a plane beach, with the
sea to the left, are given in non-dimensional form by
∂h
∂u
∂u
∂u ∂h
∂h
+u
+h
= 0,
+u
+
+ 1 = 0.
(2.1)
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂t
∂x
∂x
The variables
√ here have been non-dimensionalized as in GB07 with respect to a time
scale T = A/g/ sin θ and horizontal and vertical length scales Lx = A/ sin θ and
Lz = A/ cos θ, where tan θ is the beach gradient and A is a scaling quantity which
measures the strength of the initial bore, so that the run-up reaches a vertical distance
of 2A above still water level (see ﬁgure 1a, b). It should of course be noted that
this is a considerable idealization of the actual process of bore collapse. We follow
most other analytical studies by neglecting frictional eﬀects, which are expected to
be signiﬁcant very close to the shoreline but not elsewhere (cf. Hogg & Pritchard
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2004): this will be the case as long as cd  tan θ, where cd is a Chezy drag coeﬃcient.
Equations (2.1) can be written in characteristic form as
dα
= 0 on
dt

dx
1
= u+c = (3α+β)−t,
dt
4

dβ
= 0 on
dt

dx
1
= u−c = (α+3β)−t,
dt
4
(2.2)

where the characteristic quantities are deﬁned as
α = u + 2c + t,

β = u − 2c + t,

c=

√
h.

(2.3)

2.1.1. The Shen–Meyer (1963) solution
The solution obtained by SM63 as an asymptotic result, valid in a region of the
characteristic plane close to the singular point which corresponds to the shoreline,
and presented as an exact solution by Peregrine & Williams (2001), is given by

2
2
1
x
x
1
,
u(x, t) =
2− t −
1−t +
.
(2.4)
h(x, t) =
9
2
t
3
t
This solution represents a simple wave: all incoming characteristics from the left carry
α = 2, while all β-characteristics originate from (0, 0), the shoreline at the instant of
bore collapse (ﬁgure 1a). The moving shoreline is located at xsh (t) = 2t − 12 t 2 , and
corresponds to α = β = 2; equations 2.4 are valid only in x < xsh (t).
2.1.2. Boundary conditions
A variety of boundary conditions may be imposed upon the shallow-water
equations. Equations (2.4) may be treated as solving an initial-value problem analogous to the dam-break problem (Ritter 1892); alternatively, they can be thought
of as a simple wave with incoming characteristic information α = 2, and this
suggests that it is natural to specify seaward conditions in terms of incoming
characteristic information. Precisely how this information is speciﬁed is largely a
matter of convenience. When the plane beach is regarded as part of a more complex
bathymetry, it is convenient to supply boundary data at some ﬁxed spatial position
(cf. Guard et al. 2005). When working with the characteristic equations (2.2), however,
it is more convenient to specify incoming α-values along a β-characteristic (GB07),
giving the solutions obtained below a particularly tractable form. We will therefore
consider only boundary conditions imposed in this way, though we will investigate
how they may be related to spatially ﬁxed conditions.
2.2. Solution method
Rewriting the characteristic equations with (α, β) as the independent variables gives




1
∂t
∂x
1
∂t
∂x
=
(3α + β) − t
,
=
(α + 3β) − t
.
(2.5)
∂β
4
∂β
∂α
4
∂α
Diﬀerentiating these equations by α and by β respectively then eliminating x, we
obtain


3
∂t
∂t
∂ 2t
=
−
.
(2.6)
∂α∂β
2(α − β) ∂α ∂β
Note that this equation, with diﬀerently deﬁned α and β, can also be obtained from
a hodograph transformation of the SWEs over a horizontal bed (Hogg 2006), so the
solutions obtained below may be reinterpreted as modiﬁed dam-break ﬂows.
Following Hogg (2006), if we have a function t(α, β) which satisﬁes (2.6), and if D
is any region in the (a, b)-plane within which equation (2.6) holds (with the obvious
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mapping (α, β) → (a, b)), then by Stokes’s theorem we have the identity

(U db − V da) = 0,

(2.7)

∂D

where the boundary ∂D is traversed in an anticlockwise sense. In (2.7), we deﬁne
U =−

1 ∂t
1 ∂B
3
tB +
B− t
,
2(a − b)
2 ∂b
2 ∂b

V =

3
1 ∂t
1 ∂B
tB +
B− t
,
2(a − b)
2 ∂a
2 ∂a

where we consider t as a function of (a, b), and where


3 3
(a − α)(β − b)
(a − b)3
F
,
;
1;
B(a, b; α, β) =
(a − β)3/2 (α − b)3/2
2 2
(a − β)(α − b)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(Garabedian 1964, p. 150). Here F is a hypergeometric function. Note in particular
that B is constructed such that
∂B
3B
=−
∂b
2(a − b)

on a = α;

∂B
3B
=
∂a
2(a − b)

on

b = β;

B(α, β; α, β) = 1.

(2.10)
Assume that we know t(α, β) on some curve C in the (α, β)-plane (ﬁgure 1c). For a
point (α, β) within the domain of dependence of this curve, we choose ∂D to comprise
Cb (a section of the line b = β joining C to the point R: (a, b) = (α, β)), Ca (a section
of the line a = α joining C to the point R), and Cab (the portion of C between the
intersections with Ca and Cb ). We now have


 

 
1 ∂B
1 ∂B
1 ∂t
1 ∂t
t
+ B
t
+ B
(U db − V da) +
db −
da = 0, (2.11)
2 ∂b
2 ∂a
Cab
Ca 2 ∂b
Cb 2 ∂a
where we have used the boundary conditions on B on Cb and Ca . Deﬁning P to be
the point where Cb intersects C and Q to be the point where Ca intersects C, we can
then write

1
(U db − V da).
(2.12)
t(α, β) = [t(Q)B(Q; α, β) + t(P )B(P ; α, β)] −
2
Cab
To proceed, we must specify the boundary conditions for bore-driven run-up or swash.
2.3. Bore-driven run-up: the general case
The solutions of GB07 are constructed assuming that all β-characteristics fan out
from (x, t) = (0, 0) as in the classic solution of SM63, while the ﬂow is ‘fed’ by
incoming α-characteristics which, when they cross the characteristic β = −2/3, are
carrying the value α = 2 + kt for some constant k. (This particular β-characteristic is
chosen because it is tangent at t = 0 to the line x = 0; the linear dependence on t is
assumed for simplicity.) The latter condition may be simply written as t = (α − 2)/k
on β = −2/3; a little consideration indicates that the former may be represented as
t = 0 on α = 2, for values β < 2. (The point (α, β) = (2, 2) corresponds to the moving
shoreline, so the solution is degenerate here.) The curve C therefore comprises the
straight line α = 2 for −2/3 < β together with the straight line β = −2/3 for 2 < α
(see ﬁgure 1c).
We will ﬁrst consider a slight generalization of this problem, in which we have the
boundary conditions t = 0, x = 0 on α = 2 as before, while the incoming characteristic
information is speciﬁed as t = f (α) on the characteristic β = β0 , where f (2) = 0.
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We then have P : (2, β) and Q : (α, β0 ), and we may write
 a=2, b=β0
 b=β0 , a=α


(U db − V da) =
U db −
V da = −
Cab

a=2, b=β

b=β0 , a=2

b=β0 , a=α

V da

(2.13)

b=β0 , a=2

since t = 0 and ∂t/∂b = 0 on the curve a = 2. It follows that
t(α, β) =

1
[t (α, β0 ) B (α, β0 ) + t (2, β) B (2, β)]
2
 α
f (a) ∂B
3B (a, β0 ) f (a) B (a, β0 ) 
f (a) −
+
+
2 (a − β0 )
2
2 ∂a
2

da, (2.14)
(a,β0 )

where B(a, b) ≡ B(a, b; α, β) tacitly. Integrating by parts and using the boundary
values of t and B and the condition f (2) = 0, we obtain


 α
3 f (a)

B (a, β0 )
(2.15)
+ f (a) da.
t(α, β) =
2 (a − β0 )
2
Once we have obtained t(α, β), we require only to obtain x(α, β) to have speciﬁed
the solution entirely. This can be done simply by integrating along a β-characteristic,
recalling that these all originate from (x, t) = (0, 0). Integrating equation (2.5b) yields



1 α
1
α 3
2
t(α  , β) dα  .
(2.16)
+ β t(α, β) − (t(α, β)) −
x(α, β) =
4
4
2
4 2
Although there does not appear to be a convenient further simpliﬁcation of the
solutions, this form is straightforward to evaluate and to work with.
In the particular case of the GB07 solutions, we have β = −2/3 and f (a) = (a−2)/k;
substituting these into equation (2.15) yields

1 α 5a − 14
3
t(α, β) =
(2.17)
B a, − 23 ; α, β da.
k 2 2 a + 23
The results presented here were obtained by integrating (2.17) numerically in Maple
to obtain an array of values of t(α, β), and obtaining x(α, β) from this through
quadrature along β-characteristics.
3. Results
3.1. Hydrodynamics
Figure 2 shows the physical form of the solutions for the depth h(x, t) and velocity
u(x, t), for two values of k within the range considered by GB07. The results have
been compared with numerical results obtained using GB07’s method, and found to
be in very close agreement. The principal diﬀerence between these solutions and the
SM63 solution is that for higher values of k, corresponding to a more sustained input
of mass and momentum from the original bore, the onshore ﬂow is sustained for
longer, leading to much greater depths in the swash zone and to a much reduced
asymmetry between on- and oﬀshore ﬂow. For k = 1 (ﬁgure 2b), late in the swash
ﬂow the contours of u become very close: this represents a ‘competition’ between
the shoreline motion determined by the original bore collapse and the sustained
incoming ﬂow from well behind the shoreline, and in the cases plotted here this
competition is resolved by a smooth but rapid change in the ﬂow variables just before
t = 4 (ﬁgure 3 a, b). For slightly higher values of k, however, it will lead to solution
breakdown as the competition cannot be resolved; this is discussed further below.
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Figure 2. Solutions for (a) k = 0.5; (b) k = 1. In each case, solid lines are contours of velocity
u(x, t) at intervals of 0.2 (the u = 0 contour is easily identiﬁed as that which meets the shoreline
at t = 2), while dashed lines are contours of depth h(x, t) at intervals of 0.1.
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Figure 3. ‘Snapshots’ of the hydrodynamic variables for k = 1, late in the backwash:
variables are shown at t = 3.5, 3.75 and 3.875 (solid lines); dotted lines show the SM63
solution.
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Figure 4. Modelled and experimental ﬂuid depths, replotted from GB07, ﬁgure 12. Data are
measured at x = 0.2 (+), x = 0.3 (×) and x = 0.4 (∗); lines are SM63 solution (solid) and new
solution with k = 1 (dashed), at the same locations (highest lines x = 0.2; lowest x = 0.4).

Figure 4 compares the SM63 solution with the new solution and with the
experimental data of GB07. This illustrates clearly the greater and more sustained
depths under the new solution, and the substantially improved agreement with
experiment.
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Figure 5. Behaviour of the solution along the line x = 0, for k = 1 (solid lines), k = 0.5 (heavy
dashed lines) and k = 0 (SM63; light dashed lines): (a) values of the incoming characteristic
quantity α; (b) ﬂux of ﬂuid q = uh across x = 0.

3.2. Behaviour at x = 0
An alternative to specifying incoming characteristic information on a particular
β-characteristic is to specify it at some ﬁxed satial position such as the original
shoreline x = 0 (see e.g. Guard et al. 2005). In principle, any reasonable variation of
α at x = 0 could be represented using (2.15) with appropriate choices of β0 and f (α);
in practice, choosing these would require a rather cumbersome iterative process which
would obviate most of the beneﬁts of the simple analytical solution. It is, however,
worth considering how the results presented here relate to those which would be
obtained imposing a spatially ﬁxed boundary condition at x = 0.
The incoming characteristic information α at x = 0 is plotted against t in ﬁgure 5(a).
For small values of t, αx=0 ∼ 2 + kt, but it deviates from this as t increases and the
β = −2/3 characteristic retreats further oﬀshore. Towards the end of the swash
event, αx=0 decreases sharply, as the ﬂow becomes supercritical and oﬀshore, and
α-characteristics carrying lower values of α start to propagate out of the domain. For
k . 1, a smooth variation of α at the boundary results; for k = 1, where solution
breakdown occurs just oﬀshore, the variation towards the end of the swash is very
sharp indeed, while for larger values of k (not shown here) the line of solution
breakdown crosses x = 0 and α varies discontinuously. In the numerical simulations
of Hibberd & Peregrine (1979) and some of those of Guard et al. (2005), αx=0 is forced
to increase throughout the period of inundation, and since this is inconsistent with
the shoreline value α = 2 at t = 4, the solution must become discontinuous at some
point within the swash zone x > 0. In our solutions, it is possible for the solution to
remain continuous throughout the swash zone, at least for k . 1. Behaviour at larger
values is discussed below.
The incoming ﬂux of ﬂuid, q = uh, is plotted in ﬁgure 5(b). This provides a
useful interpretation of the increasing incoming characteristic information: a more
strongly increasing α corresponds to a greater onshore ﬂux of ﬂuid supplied by the
oﬀshore bore, and it is this greater ﬂux which sustains greater ﬂuid depths and
onshore velocities throughout the swash zone. Thus, increasing k corresponds to
longer incident bores (GB07). Baldock et al. (2008) show experimentally that the
potential advection of marine sediment across x = 0 is much greater than predicted
using SM63, which is consistent with the solutions shown in ﬁgure 5(b).
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Figure 6. (a) The Jacobian J (α, β), with the contour J = 0 (solid line). The quantity plotted
is tanh(J ) rather than J itself, so the entire range of J from −∞ to ∞ is included in a ﬁnite
scale: breakdown corresponds to tanh(J ) = 0 or tanh(J ) → ±1. (b) Selected β-characteristics
of the solution with k = 2, together with the breakdown line: solid lines are β-characteristics;
the dashed line represents the breakdown line while the dotted line represents the shoreline.

3.3. Breakdown of the solutions: inception of a backwash bore
An advantage of the analytical solution is that it is possible to identify the locations
where the solution, considered in the (x, t)-plane, breaks down. Solution breakdown
occurs where characteristics cross, and may be tentatively identiﬁed with bore
inception; more formally it indicates the loss of validity of the shallow-water equations.
It corresponds to the condition J = 0 or J → ±∞, where
J =

∂x ∂t
(β − α) ∂t ∂t
∂x ∂t
−
=
∂α ∂β
∂β ∂α
2
∂α ∂β

(3.1)

is the Jacobian of the transformation from (x, t) to (α, β) coordinates. The Jacobian
may be evaluated straightforwardly: writing the integrand in (2.15) as g(a, α, β), we
have
 α
 α
∂t
∂g
∂g
∂t
=
(a, α, β)da + g(α, α, β) and
=
(a, α, β) da.
(3.2)
∂α
∂β
2 ∂α
2 ∂β
These integrals may readily be evaluated along with t(α, β), using Maple as described
above. It is worth noting that J (α, β) is strictly proportional to k −2 : this reﬂects the
fact that in the limit k → 0 the solution approaches a simple wave in which the
hodograph transformation breaks down everywhere.
Figure 6(a) illustrates the variation of the Jacobian in the (α, β)-plane, concentrating
on the region close to the shoreline (α, β) = (2, 2). Note that J → −∞ as α → 2,
reﬂecting the singular initial condition there. The contour J = 0 comprises a loop
enclosing a region within which J → ∞, while other branches enclose a region along
the line β = 2 where J also increases rapidly. However, only part of this contour is
physically relevant: since information propagates rightwards along β-characteristics
and upwards along α-characteristics, the only branch of the contour which can be
reached before breakdown occurs is that which joins the shoreline (2, 2) to the turning
point at T : (αT , βT ) ≈ (2.3791, 1.86165). This contour maps into a ‘breakdown curve’
in the (x, t)-plane: an example is shown in ﬁgure 6(b). The point T corresponds to
the earliest point at which the breakdown occurs.
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Figure 7. Properties of the solution at the point T where breakdown ﬁrst occurs. (a) Location
x(T ) (solid line) and time t(T ) (dashed line) of breakdown. (b) Velocity u(T ) at the point of
ﬁrst breakdown.

Figure 6(b) illustrates the relationship between the breakdown line and the βcharacteristics for the case k = 2, for which breakdown occurs well within the region
x > 0. Characteristics with β > βT meet the breakdown line while travelling seawards:
on these characteristics J = 0 at the breakdown line, so they start to double back on
themselves here. Meanwhile, β-characteristics with β < βT approach the breakdown
line from the seaward side, but do not encounter J = 0 at this point: as far as they
‘know’, they can simply continue into the area landwards of the breakdown line. In
a full solution, the diﬀerent hydrodynamic information being carried by the high-β
and low-β characteristics is reconciled across a discontinuity (a ‘secondary’ bore). The
trajectory of this bore must be calculated separately (cf. § 4 of Hogg 2006): for the
moment we merely note that because a bore must be fed by characteristic information
from either side, and because information carried by high-β characteristics cannot
propagate seawards past the breakdown line, the breakdown line marks the seaward
limit of the possible position of the bore. Consequently, that part of the solution
seaward of the breakdown line can be regarded as reliable no matter what occurs
landward of it.
Figure 7(a) shows how the position of the point in (x, t) space corresponding to T ,
at which the bore ﬁrst forms, varies with k. For higher k, the solution breaks down
earlier; the spatial position of bore formation enters the region x > 0 for k ≈ 1.02,
increases to a maximum of about x(T ) ≈ 1.82 for k ≈ 2.04 and then decreases with
increasing k. Because the secondary bore ﬁrst appears at the point T in (α, β)-space,
which is independent of k, the depth of the ﬂuid where the bore is ﬁrst formed is
a constant, h(T ) ≈ 0.017. The velocity of the ﬂuid at the point when the bore ﬁrst
occurs, however, does depend on k (ﬁgure 7b). It is particularly noteworthy that for
values of k & 1.83, the secondary bore ﬁrst forms when u(T ) > 0, so it is actually a
feature of the uprush rather than the backwash.
We reiterate that although solution breakdown is a rather generic feature of boredriven swash, as was demonstrated by Shen & Meyer (1963), and a very similar feature
was observed in the numerical results of Hibberd & Peregrine (1979), breakdown does
not occur in the analytical solution (2.4), which is seen to be a special case in this
respect. To the best of our knowledge, the analytical solution to the shallow-water
equations exhibited here is the ﬁrst to include the inception of a secondary bore.
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4. Conclusions
We have presented a new class of solutions to the shallow-water equations over
a plane beach, which may be regarded as analytical models of the swash ﬂow
generated by a bore approaching the shore. These solutions are in agreement with the
numerical results of Guard & Baldock (2007), and thus agree signiﬁcantly better with
laboratory measurements of swash ﬂows than does the classic solution due to Shen &
Meyer (1963). An interesting feature of the new solutions is that, in accordance with
earlier predictions and numerical results Hibberd & Peregrine (1979), they include
the inception of a secondary bore when the shallow-water solution breaks down.
The location of the initial breakdown may easily be calculated using the analytical
solution, and it is found that for swash supplied with suﬃciently strongly increasing
incoming characteristic information, the breakdown and bore inception may even
occur during run-up rather than during backwash. This indicates the possibility of a
secondary bore forming during the run-up of long surf. The thorough investigation
of the secondary bore may be a worthwhile direction for future work within the
framework employed here.
As with other exact solutions to the shallow-water equations, our analytical
model provides a benchmark for numerical integration methods. Another possible
application is as the hydrodynamic component in a semi-analytical description of
suspended sediment transport in the swash zone or under tsunami run-up (cf. Pritchard
& Hogg 2005; Pritchard & Dickinson 2008). Likewise, it would be interesting to
investigate the transport of boulders and cobbles under this ‘modiﬁed’ swash ﬂow (cf.
Luccio et al. 1998) and to employ it to estimate the destructive capabilities of tsunami
waves (cf. Yeh 2006). Finally, it would be useful to investigate the interaction of the
inviscid solution obtained here with a frictionally aﬀected ‘tip’ very close to the swash
front, following analogous work on dam-break ﬂow by Hogg & Pritchard (2004).
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